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Music x Museums presented by Viking  

Oliver Zeffman creates extraordinary series of concerts at major London 

Museums to be released later this year by Platoon 

 
Oliver Zeffman conducts ASMF in the Raphael Gallery of the V&A  

© Matthew Johnson 

 

22 April - British Library with ASMF, the Bach Choir and Peter Donohoe 

17 May - Science Museum with ASMF 

12 July - Cutty Sark with RPO and Dame Sarah Connolly 

Visual albums to be made at the V&A, British Library, Science Museum and Cutty Sark, and 

released by Platoon later this year 

Known for his pioneering spirit, conductor Oliver Zeffman directs a new series of concerts at major 

London museums, including the V&A, British Library, Science Museum and Cutty Sark. This is the first 

time Oliver has collaborated with Viking, the small ship travel company known for its destination 

focus and culturally enriching experiences. 

Music x Museums presented by Viking is an immersive new concert series, inviting audiences into 

London’s most iconic cultural institutions to experience performances blending classical music with 

the capital’s most impressive architecture and collections of art. The series opens to the public on 22 

April at the British Library following a sold-out members’ concert earlier this month at the V&A with 

star countertenor Jakub Józef Orliński and the Academy of St Martin in the Fields. 



 

 

Building on the success of the visual album Live at the V&A last year - which had more than a million 

streams in its first month of release - Oliver Zeffman is again working with Platoon to create stunning 

visual albums of each concert in the series. The full-length films will be available to stream on Apple 

Music and Viking.TV and the audio albums will be streamed on all music platforms. 

Zeffman says: “After more than two years of such precarious cultural activity, it's more important 

than ever for different art forms and different arts institutions to be working together to bring 

exciting cultural events to the public, in this case pairing great music with great art and architecture. 

I'm delighted - and hugely grateful - that these London museums, the Academy of St Martin in the 

Fields and Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, as well as the presenting sponsor Viking, all seem to share 

in that vision.  

 Although, crucially, this is a live music series for a live audience, I believe that classical music can 

(and should) be doing better to reach digital audiences around the world. After our shared success 

with Live at the V&A last year, I'm thrilled to be working again with Platoon towards this goal.” 

Wendy Atkin-Smith, Managing Director of Viking UK, said: “At Viking, we believe in nurturing 

emerging talent as well as supporting the arts so we are pleased to be collaborating with Oliver who 

has been described as ‘phenomenally promising’.  We share Oliver’s passion for bringing history and 

art to life through music and we are delighted to give Viking guests and music lovers alike the chance 

to enjoy the Music x Museums concerts in iconic settings.  Our guests particularly love classical music 

– on board our ships our resident musicians perform classical compositions and guests can enjoy 

destination performances.  We also stream Classic FM on our river, ocean and expedition fleets and, 

closer to home, Viking has been a long-standing sponsor of Classic FM Live at the Royal Albert 

Hall.  We are looking forward to bringing the Music x Museums concerts to a wider audience when 

they are streamed on Viking.TV, our enrichment channel, later this year.” 

As a finale to the current Beethoven exhibition at the British Library, one of Viking’s cultural 

partners, the next concert on 22 April features two of Beethoven’s most admired orchestral works, 

Symphony No. 6  “Pastoral” and Choral Fantasy for piano, choir and orchestra. The first editions of 

these scores are currently on display at the Library. This gives audiences a rare chance to get closer 

to the composer through both close proximity to the manuscripts as well as experiencing the power 

and beauty of the music in performance by world-class musicians. Zeffman conducts the Academy of 

St Martin in the Fields, joined by doyen of the piano Peter Donohoe, in the grand Entrance Hall. The 

rich voices of the Bach Choir will fill the balconies and it will be the first time such a large-scale 

concert has been performed at the British Library.   

Inspired by the Stephen Hawking at Work display, the Science Museum concert on 17 May with the 

Academy of St Martin in the Fields features music that explores time and space. Bach’s fugues create 

coherence out of interlocking musical lines, each of which is independent, yet moves in their own 

time frame, whilst Birtwistle’s Tragoedia combines different groups of instruments to achieve the 

opposite, with each player in their own temporal world. Terry Riley’s hypnotic 1964 work In C is 

scored for any number of musicians and is often cited as the first significant minimalist piece of 

music. Ordered chaos – not unlike the concept of entropy used so frequently in theoretical physics – 

is a key component of this piece, which takes shape thanks to the whim of the performers. 53 

musical segments, all based on a few notes of the C major scale, are repeated any number of times, 

each musician moving at their own pace; it is almost wilfully random, yet there are moments of 

synchronicity and order. 

https://platoon.lnk.to/liveatthevanda
https://viking.tv/
https://blogs.bl.uk/music/2021/12/beethoven-idealist-innovator-icon-exhibition.html
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/see-and-do/stephen-hawking-work


 

 

For the concert at Royal Museums Greenwich’s Cutty Sark on 12 July, Zeffman and the Royal 

Philharmonic Orchestra are joined by mezzo-soprano Dame Sarah Connolly. It focuses on the sea, 

with turbulent and tranquil pieces reflecting it by composers including Thomas Adès and Vaughan 

Williams. It also features Elgar’s Sea Pictures for singer and orchestra – the text for the last of these 

five songs, The Swimmer, was published in 1870, the same year as the Cutty Sark embarked on her 

maiden voyage. The last of her kind, Cutty Sark is an iconic record-breaking tea clipper. The ship is 

the gateway to ‘Maritime Greenwich’ sharing tales of adventure, global trade and speed at sea. 

Cutty Sark was placed in Greenwich as a memorial to the Merchant Navy, particularly those who lost 

their lives in the two world wars. The famous name comes from Robert Burns' poem ‘Tam 

O'Shanter’, about a farmer called Tam who is chased by a scantily-clad witch called Nannie, dressed 

only in a 'cutty sark' – an archaic Scottish name for a short nightdress. 

For the first concert at the V&A, which took place last week and will be the first film and album to be 

released by Platoon, Zeffman was joined by superstar countertenor Jakub Jósef Orliński and the 

Academy of St Martin in the Fields for a programme inspired by the museum’s exhibition, Fashioning 

Masculinities: The Art of Menswear. Music by Lully, Stravinsky and contemporary composer Caroline 

Shaw among others, reflects the exhibition and its three sections: Undressed, Overdressed and 

Redressed. For instance, Stravinsky’s ballet Apollo, as a quintessential neo-classical work, is musically 

‘undressed’ and connects with the cast of the Apollo Belvedere displayed as part of the exhibition, 

while Caroline Shaw’s Entr’acte is a modern ‘redressing’ of the 18th-century Classical minuet and 

trio. In keeping with the exhibition’s celebration of the power, artistry and diversity of masculine 

attire and appearance, Orliński performs several roles written originally for castrati or female voice.  

The concert films (both audio and audiovisual) for each of the events will be released by Platoon 
later this year and will also be streamed on Viking.TV.   

 
Further details about these concerts are available from the Music x Museums website. 

 

For further information, press tickets or images please contact Premier: 

Charlotte Connal | charlotte.connal@premiercomms.com | +44 7730 319 456 

*** IMAGES from the opening concert at the V&A are available HERE *** 

 

Notes to editors 

About Oliver Zeffman 

Widely seen as one of the most intrepid young conductors working today, Oliver Zeffman regularly 

works with the Academy of St Martin in the Fields. His recent and upcoming debuts include 

engagements with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse, 

Orchestre national d'Île-de-France, Ulster Orchestra and the Urals Philharmonic. 

 

In 2020, as the pandemic shut down live music, Oliver collaborated with Apple Music and Platoon to 

commission and record a new opera-film, Eight Songs from Isolation, with commissions from several 

of today’s leading composers and singers, including Thomas Adés, Nico Muhly, and Du Yun. The 

project was nominated for five Opus Klassik awards. He followed this up with Live at the V&A in June 

of 2021, and has since signed with Platoon for four future albums to be released as part of the Music 

X Museums series. 

https://www.vam.ac.uk/exhibitions/fashioning-masculinities-the-art-of-menswear
https://www.vam.ac.uk/exhibitions/fashioning-masculinities-the-art-of-menswear
https://www.musicxmuseums.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hv8y0ccdncz7wnl/AACbLQ7yNIxUzayFXgbcSsl8a?dl=0


 

 

 

A firm advocate for contemporary music, Oliver has commissioned and premiered twenty-one new 

works to date from some of the most exciting composers of today. He has given the Russian 

premieres of a number of important 20th and 21st-century pieces, including George 

Benjamin’s Lessons in Love and Violence, Birtwistle’s The Triumph of Time, Maxwell Davies’ Eight 

Songs for a Mad King, Walton’s Façade and Ligeti’s Aventures and Nouvelles Aventures. 

 

A graduate of the Royal Academy of Music, Oliver Zeffman originally studied History and Russian at 

Durham University and also spent a year at the St Petersburg State Conservatory. 

 

About Platoon 

 

Founded by C.E.O. Denzyl Feigelson in 2016, boutique artist services company Platoon identifies and 
shepherds exciting musical talent from around the world while arming them with innovative tools 
and services to build careers and reach new fans. Platoon landed its first success in 2016 when they 
signed yet-unknown Billie Eilish, helping lay out the groundwork for her ascent to global 
stardom. Following that it was BRIT Award winner Jorja Smith’s Blue Lights before guiding Nigeria’s 
Mr. Eazi to worldwide attention and acclaim. Platoon has since built an impressive roster of fiercely 
independent creative artists such as Johannes Moser, Xuefei Yang, Oliver Zeffman, Rosey Chan, and 
Daniel Pioro.  Platoon's team of employees has expanded across the globe, from London to New 
York, Los Angeles, Berlin, and Cape Town’s “Creative Lab”. Platoon’s creative spaces in London and 
Africa boast 24-hour recording studios and double as inspiring ecosystems for artists to openly 
collaborate, with Platoon also offering educational classes across music and marketing.  
 

About Viking  

 

Viking offers culturally enriching, destination-focused river and ocean cruises for travellers curious 

about the world, its rich culture and varied history.  

  
Viking takes its guests on curated, elegant voyages to some of the most iconic rivers in Europe, Africa 
and the Far East, allowing a unique window on inspiring destinations and rewarding experiences. 
Viking revolutionised river cruising with the introduction of its state-of-the-art Viking Longships which, 
since their introduction in 2012, now make up 80 percent of its river fleet.   
 
In 2015 Viking debuted its maiden season of ocean cruising and in April 2021 Viking took delivery of 
its seventh ocean ship, Viking Venus, making it the largest small ship travel company. The 
sophisticated state-of-the-art Viking ocean ships can accommodate 930 guests on itineraries all across 
the world.   
 
Viking has expanded its destination-focused travel experiences with the launch of new expedition 
voyages. Viking Expeditions began sailing in January 2022 with its first vessel, Viking Octantis, 
embarking on voyages to Antarctica and then North America’s Great Lakes. A second expedition 
vessel, Viking Polaris, will debut in August 2022, sailing to Antarctica and the Arctic. Viking’s custom-
built vessel, Viking Mississippi, will debut in August 2022 and will sail voyages on the Lower and Upper 
Mississippi, between New Orleans and St. Paul. For the first time Viking was voted both the Best Ocean 
Cruise Line and River Cruise Line by Condé Nast Traveller in the publication’s 2021 Readers’ Choice 
Awards.  Viking was the only cruise line with the top scores in two categories in the same year. 
 
Go to: www.viking.com  

http://www.viking.com/


 

 

 

Concert listings 

1 April | 20:00 | V&A 

Academy of St Martin in the Fields 

Oliver Zeffman conductor 

Jakub Józef Orliński countertenor 

Jean-Baptiste Lully: Le bourgeois gentilhomme – Overture (Arr. A. Gies) 

Francesco Cavalli: 'Lucidissima face' from La Calisto 

George Frideric Handel: 'Siam prossimi al porto' from Rinaldo 

George Frideric Handel: 'Furibondo spira il vento' from Partenope 

Caroline Shaw: Entr’acte 

George Frideric Handel: 'Cara sposa' from Rinaldo 

George Frideric Handel: 'Agitato da fiere tempeste' from Riccardo Primo  

Igor Stravinsky: Apollo 

 

22 April | 20:00 | British Library 

Academy of St Martin in the Fields 

The Bach Choir 

Oliver Zeffman conductor 

Peter Donohoe piano 

Ludwig van Beethoven: Symphony No. 6 ‘Pastoral ’ 

Ludwig van Beethoven: Choral Fantasy 

 

17 May | 19:30 | Science Museum 

Stephen Hawking: Maths in Music 

Academy of St Martin in the Fields 

Oliver Zeffman conductor 

George Benjamin: Canon & Fugue (from Bach The Art of Fugue) 

Harrison Birtwistle: Tragoedia 

William Marsey new commission 

Terry Riley In C 

 

12 July | 20:00 | Royal Museums Greenwich - Cutty Sark 

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra 

Oliver Zeffman conductor 

Dame Sarah Connolly mezzo-soprano 

Jonathan Harvey: Tranquil Abiding 

Edward Elgar: Sea Pictures 

Thomas Adès: Shanty – Over the Sea 

Vaughan Williams: Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis 


